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                     SINGULAR & PLURAL NUMBER   

   

Recapitulation:   

In our last worksheet we had seen that Nouns can be Singular or Plural. 

Only countable nouns can have a plural form. We had formed the plurals 

of naming words by adding –s or –es to them.   

   

Today’s lesson:   

Today we shall see about few more ways to form the plural of few more 

nouns.   

   

   



1) If a word has a vowel (i.e. a, e, i, o, u) before –y then only –s 

is added to form the plural.   
   

For example-   

                          Singular                                    Plural                           

monkey                                   monkeys     

   

     

       Singular        Plural   

   

(a) day   

(b) boy   

(c) key   

(d) donkey   

          

   

   

(a) days   

(b) boys   

(c) keys   

(d) donkeys   

     

   

   

2) Singular Nouns that have Consonant (i.e b to z except the 

vowels a, e, i, o, u) before –y form their plurals by changing – 

y into –ies   

   

For example-   

                                Singular                                        Plural                                    

lady                                             ladies   

                    

       Singular        Plural   



(a) pony   

(b) baby   

(c) butterfly   

(d) puppy   

(e) story   

      

   

(a) ponies   

(b) babies   

(c) butterflies   

(d) puppies   

(e) stories   

      

   

   

                                          

             

   

   

   

3) Nouns ending in -f or –fe form their plurals by removing the   

–f or –fe and adding –ves   

      

 For example -   

                                         

                                       Singular                        Plural                                                

half                                halves      

                                  

   Singular        Plural   



   

a) knife   

b) leaf   

c) thief   

d) loaf   

e) shelf   

f) wife   

g) calf   

h) wolf   

   

a) knives   

b) leaves   

c) thieves   

d) loaves   

e) shelves   

f) wives   

g) calves   

h) wolves   

   

   

                              

   

   

4) However, words like chief, roof and proof though end with –f 

but change into their plural form by simply adding –s to it.   
   

For example -   

   

                       Singular                               Plural                         

scarf                                     scarfs   

   

   Singular        Plural   



   

a) chief   

b) roof   
   

c) proof   

d) dwarf   

e) gulf   

f) hoof   

    

   

   

a) chiefs   

b) roofs   

c) proofs   

d) dwarfs   

e) gulfs   

f) hoofs   

    

   

   

   

   

                                          WORKSHEET   

   

(I) Give the plural forms of the given naming words. One is done for you.   

   

   Singular                                        Plural   

1) day                                                 days   (e.g.)   

2) donkey   

3) pony   

4) leaf   

5) wife   

6) roof   

   
   

(II) Fill in the blanks by adding –ies or –ves to the words given in the 

bracket. One is done for you.   

   



1) Young babies drink only milk. (baby)  (e.g.)   

2) The ------- fall from the trees in autumn.(leaf)   

3) Ram likes to read -------- about animals.( story)   

4) The baker sold twelve -------- of bread. (loaf)   

5) Three -------- are grazing in the field. (pony)   

6) Our dog had four --------.( puppy)   

   

   

Please tap on the hyperlink below to watch the video content of 

the topic singular and plural.   

           

           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHWWQKUVqU4&t=12s   
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